
Controlling logical scope in text generation�Richard PowerITRI, University of BrightonLewes Road, Brighton BN2 4AT, UKRichard.Power@itri.bton.ac.ukAbstractMany applications of Natural Language Gen-eration employ object-oriented knowledgerepresentation formalisms such as loom.Each entity in the domain is represented byan object belonging to a speci�ed class andpossessing attributes suitable for that class.From a logical viewpoint, domain entities cor-respond to existentially quanti�ed variables,but since loom and kindred formalisms pro-vide no scoping mechanisms, it has to be as-sumed that all variables have wide scope. Fortechnical material including conditional, neg-ative or modal contexts this is a serious limi-tation. We suggest a simple extension to stan-dard object-oriented formalisms which allowsencoding of logical scope, and show how log-ically complex material can be edited usingthe `wysiwym' approach.1 IntroductionMany Natural Language Generation (nlg)applications (Paris et al., 1995; Bateman,1996) encode the content of the generatedtexts in an object-oriented knowledge repre-sentation formalism, such as loom (MacGre-gor and Bates, 1987). In loom and kindredlanguages, a distinction is made between the`T-box', which de�nes the classes to which ob-jects may belong, and the `A-box', which de-�This work is supported by the Engineering andPhysical Sciences Research Council (epsrc) GrantL77102.
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antiviral aciclovirNAMEFigure 1: A-box for simple assertionscribes the properties of speci�c entities be-longing to these classes. The T-box servesas an ontology that determines the semanticcoverage of the system; the A-box representsthe content of a generated text, or perhapsa wider body of knowledge from which thiscontent is drawn.The semantic network in �gure 1 shows asimple A-box underlying the sentence 1:Your cream contains an antiviralagent called aciclovirEach node of the network represents an en-tity; the node label represents the class of theentity; outgoing arcs represent its properties.In a language like loom, the A-box would beencoded through a set of assertions:(tell (contain u1)(subject u1 u2)(cream u2)(owner u2 u3)1Throughout the paper, our examples will be takenfrom the domain of Patient Information Leaets, theinstruction slips inside medicine packets.



(patient u3)(object u1 u4)(antiviral-agent u4)(name u4 u5)(aciclovir u5))How should such a set of assertions be in-terpreted logically? The usual assumption isthat the `entities' u1, u2 etc. (or the nodesin �gure 1) should be treated as existentiallyquanti�ed variables with wide scope. Underthis assumption, the content of the A-boxcould be represented by a single predicate cal-culus formula:[9u19u29u39u49u5 contain(u1)&subject(u1; u2) & cream(u2)&owner(u2; u3) & patient(u3)&object(u1; u4) & antiviral(u4)&name(u4; u5) & aciclovir(u5)]So far so good, but what happens when anassertion contains an variable with narrowscope? This happens often in instructionaldomains such as patient information leaets,in which conditional, negative and modal con-texts abound. Consider for example the in-structionIf you develop a rash, you shouldconsult your doctor.for which a plausible logical form is[9p9d doctor(p; d) &[[9r rash(r) & develop(p; r)]!2consult(p; d)]]The rash r cannot be assigned wide scope herewithout implying that it is a `real' entity, likethe patient and the doctor, rather than a hy-pothetical entity bound to the antecedent ofthe conditional.Attempts have been made to generate suchsentences from a loom knowledge base. Thepenman Generalized Upper Model (Bate-man et al., 1995) allows abstract entitiesrepresenting logical relations, by providingclasses equivalent to the logical operators ofimplication and obligation (the concept
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doctorFigure 2: A-box for conditional instructionnames actually used in the Upper Model arelogical-condition and necessity). An A-box that approximately represents the mean-ing of the conditional instruction can there-fore be de�ned, as in �gure 2. However, thisA-box fails to indicate that the patient anddoctor entities have wide scope while therash entity has narrow scope.This paper has two aims. First, we proposea simple method by which an object-orientedknowledge formalism like loom can be aug-mented in order to represent scope distinc-tions. Secondly, we show how the augmentedknowledge representation can be edited by the`wysiwym' method (Power and Scott, 1998;Scott et al., 1998), so allowing authors whoare not logicians or knowledge engineers toencode logically complex knowledge.2 Logical contextSince the beginning of modern logic, net-work diagrams have been employed as con-venient representations of logical form withimplicit existential quanti�cation. Pierce'sExistential Graphs (Roberts, 1973) were in-troduced in 1897; according to Sowa (1995)they are formally equivalent to Discourse Rep-resentation Structures (drss) (Kamp, 1981).In both notations, scoping assignments aremade by binding entities and relationships tological contexts, represented by `oval enclo-



sures' in Existential Graphs and by `boxes'(or drss) in Discourse Representation The-ory (drt). Sowa's more elaborate Concep-tual Graph notation represents logical con-texts through complex `proposition' nodeswhich enclose sub-networks. Hendrix (1975)has proposed a similar notation in which thenodes and arcs of a semantic network are as-signed to `spaces', but since he allows thesespaces to overlap, his diagrams cannot alwaysbe drawn unambiguously on a plane.All these representations are capable ofexpressing scope distinctions, so the choiceamong them is dictated mainly by conve-nience. We will adopt here the drt frame-work, which has been employed in much re-cent work in linguistics. Figure 3 shows adrt diagram for the sentence `If you developa rash you should consult your doctor'. Forreaders unfamiliar with drt, the conventionsof the diagram will be explained briey. Itcontains four boxes labelled K0..K3, �ve dis-course referents (u1, u3, u4, u5, u6) each as-signed to the universe of a box, ten simpleconditions in predicate-argument form, andtwo complex conditions based on the logicaloperators of implication ()) and necessity(2). Intuitively, each box represents a logicalcontext involving some entities (discourse ref-erents) that belong to its universe. The outerbox K0 represents the context a�rmed by theauthor of the patient information leaet; it in-cludes the patient u5, the patient's doctor u6,three simple condition presenting propertiesof these referents, and a complex conditionpresenting the conditional instruction. Theinstruction in its turn contains a box K1 de-scribing a hypothetical context in which thepatient develops a rash. A crucial idea in drtis that a referent may be cited only in logicalcontexts that are accessible from the box towhich it is bound. For instance the rash u4,which is bound to the hypothetical contextK1, could occur within a simple condition inany of the boxes subordinated to K1 (i.e. K2and K3), but not in the outer box K0. Intu-itively, to cite u4 within K0 would imply that

the rash de�nitely existed, in which case u4should have been bound to K0, not to K1.3 Scoped semantic networkWhat is the minimum information that needbe added to the A-box in �gure 2 in orderto represent fully the logical form of the con-ditional instruction, as shown by the drs in�gure 3? This question can be addressed byseeking a procedure for interpreting a seman-tic network like �gure 2 as a drs, and notingexactly where this procedure stalls.The �rst step in interpreting �gure 2 as adrs is to distinguish nodes that express sim-ple conditions from ones that express com-plex conditions. This is straightforward: theT-box classi�cation should distinguish logicaloperators like implication and obligationfrom non-logical entities like actions or physi-cal objects, so in �gure 2 we can conclude thatu0 and u2 express complex conditions while allother nodes express simple conditions.The second step is to pair some nodes withdrt boxes; this can be done by applying tworules.� The root of the network is paired withthe outer box K0.� If a node expresses a complex condition,its direct descendents (i.e. the values ofits attributes) are paired with boxes.In �gure 2, these rules yield four boxes: K0is paired with u0, the root of the network; K1and K2 are paired with u1 and u2, the directdescendents of the implication u0; and K3 ispaired with u3, the direct descendent of theobligation u2.The third step is to place each complex con-dition in the correct box, so obtaining the boxstructure in �gure 3. Again two rules su�ce:� If a node uA expressing a complex condi-tion is paired with a boxKA, the complexcondition should be placed in KA.



K0: u5 u6patient(u5)doctor(u6)owner(u6, u5)K1: u1 u4develop(u1)rash(u4)actor(u1, u5)actee(u1, u4) ) K2:2 K3: u3consult(u3)actor(u3, u5)actee(u3, u6)
Figure 3: DRS for a conditional instruction� If uA is not paired with a box, we �nd thenearest ancestor uB that is paired with aboxKB , and place the complex conditionexpressed by uA inKB . (There must be aunique nearest ancestor, since a networkis ill-formed if there are two paths leadingfrom the root node to a node expressinga complex condition.)Applying these rules to �gure 2, we can placethe implication u0 in K0, and the obligationu2 in K2, the consequent of the implication.The fourth step is to bind each referent rep-resented by a node in �gure 2 to the correctbox. We can ignore the nodes expressing com-plex conditions (u0 and u2), since abstract en-tities of this kind are usually omitted fromdrt diagrams. Among the other nodes, wecan distinguish nodes paired with boxes (u1and u3) from the rest (u4, u5 and u6). Theformer will be called �xed referents, the lat-ter oating referents. The scope of a �xedreferent is determined: it must be bound tothe box it is paired with. Thus u1 must beassigned to the universe of K1, and u3 mustbe assigned to the universe of K3. For oat-ing referents there may be a choice. By ap-

plying drt accessibility rules, a set of poten-tial scopes can be calculated for each oatingreferent; if this set contains more than onebox the scope of the network is underspeci-�ed, and so the network fails to determine aunique drs.We now have an answer to our originalquestion: to interpret an A-box like �gure 2 asa drs, each oating referent must be assigneda scope. Since �xed referents are paired withboxes, this can be done by linking each oat-ing referent to a �xed referent that belongs toits set of potential scopes; we will call the re-sult a `scoped semantic network'. In �gure 4,scope assignments are shown by dotted arcs;as an aid to visualization, oating referentsare represented by ovals and �xed referents(paired with boxes) by rectangles.Having assigned each referent to a box, the�fth and �nal step is to place the simple con-ditions in the correct boxes. Simple condi-tions are of two kinds, assertions of class mem-bership such as consult(u3) and attributionssuch as actor(u3; u5), the former expressedby nodes in the network and the latter byarcs. We assume that if a referent u is boundto a box K, then all simple conditions de-
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scribing properties of u (i.e. its class andits attributes) should be placed in K. Thusactor(u3; u5) is placed in K3 because it de-scribes a property of u3, which is bound toK3. In general, any simple condition of theform r(uA; uB) is placed in the box to whichuA is bound, even if uB is bound to a di�erentbox.It might seem that this assumption is toostrong. By comparison, Hendrix (1975) bindseach arc as well as each node to a logicalcontext; consequently, a partioned semanticnetwork would allow the simple conditionsconsult(u3), actor(u3; u5) and actee(u3; u6) tobe bound to three di�erent boxes, whereasa scoped semantic network constrains themto appear in the same box. However, thisapparent limitation is actually a useful sim-pli�cation in an A-box that rei�es relationslike develop and consult. In a logic text-book, the three simple conditions inK3 wouldtypically be collapsed into a single formulaconsult(u5; u6); in drt the notation u3 :consult(u5; u6) is sometimes used if there is asubsequent reference to the consulting eventitself. Obviously this single condition cannotbe distributed among several boxes, so our as-sumption causes no loss of expressive powercompared with the normal drt notation.

4 Scope constraintsIn wysiwym editing an A-box is built top-down starting from the root node. Havingdecided that the root node should be (say)an entity of type implication, the author ispresented with a feedback text indicating thatan antecedent and a consequent must be spec-i�ed:If this situation holds, this con-sequence results.The phrases in bold face are mouse-sensitiveanchors marking un�lled attributes; by click-ing on an anchor, the author can view theclasses to which a suitable �ller may belong,and choose one of them to create the �ller.Every time a choice is made, the feedbacktext is updated and new editing options areo�ered. By successive choices on anchors, theauthor can build up a complete network suchas �gure 2. However, as we have seen, forlogically complex material a standard A-boxsuch as �gure 2 is insu�cient. To de�ne thedesired meaning completely, the author mustsomehow assign scopes to the oating refer-ents, as in �gure 4.The control of scope during editing raisesseveral tricky problems:1. When should the options be presented?Should a scoping decision be requiredwhenever a new entity is introduced, orshould the system allow the scope to beleft temporarily unspeci�ed?2. How can the decision be presented in away that non-logicians can understand?3. How should the editing operations of Cutand Paste a�ect scoping assignments?Suppose for example that in �gure 2 u5was assigned the scope u1, what wouldhappen if either u1 or u5 were removedfrom the main network by a Cut opera-tion?4. How should the system react if the au-thor attempts an editing operation that



would be illegal under the current scop-ing assignments? Should it forbid the op-eration, or o�er the operation on condi-tion that some scopes are reassigned?As an illustration of the last problem, supposethat the author has constructed the networkin �gure 2, except that the actor arc fromu1 has not yet been directed to the patientnode u5; and suppose further that the author(probably by mistake) has bound u5 to thelocal context K3. The resulting feedback textmight beIf this person develops a rash, a pa-tient should consult his/her doctor.In wysiwym editing, an existing entity canbe copied into an un�lled attribute by select-ing a phrase denoting the entity (e.g. `thepatient'), choosing `Copy' from the pop-upmenu, selecting the anchor denoting the un-�lled attribute (this person) and choosing`Paste' (van Deemter and Power, 1998). Al-lowing this operation would install the patientas the actor of the develop action u1; un-fortunately it would also violate drt scopingrules, since a simple condition actor(u1; u5) inK1 would now cite a referent u5 bound to abox (K3) that is inaccessible from K1.All four problems listed above can be solved(or at least alleviated) by introducing a fur-ther simplifying assumption:Every oating referent must eitherbe bound to the outer box K0,or must be interpreted in situ (i.e.bound to the narrowest of its poten-tial scopes).With this assumption, the author need nolonger provide an exact scoping decision; itsu�ces to distinguish `Global scope' (assign-ment to K0) from `Free scope'. By adoptingfree scope as a default, all we require fromthe author is a decision over which oatingvariables should be bound to K0. Such a de-cision cannot violate accessibility constraints,

since the outer box is always among the po-tential scopes of a oating referent. It can alsobe presented in a way more familiar to non-logicians, as a distinction between `real' enti-ties, which (according to the text) de�nitelyexist, and `hypothetical' entities, which mightor might not exist. Referents that have beencut to the bu�er can retain their global/freestatus, and interpreted accordingly if theyare pasted back into the main network. Fi-nally, in the situation described above, thepatient referent u5, with its scope left free,could be copied without inconsistency into theactor attribute on u1; by removing K2 andK3 from its set of potential scopes, this oper-ation would in e�ect change the exact scopeassigned to u5 from K3 to K1.5 Controlling scope duringeditingWe now show in detail how an author mightconstruct the scoped network in �gure 4(equivalent to the drs in �gure 3) by wysi-wym editing. The method described abovehas been implemented fully in the icono-clast system, which generates patient infor-mation leaets; for simplicity we assume thatthe system has been con�gured to generate asingle instruction only rather than a completeleaet. On starting a new A-box, the authorsees the feedback textFollow this instruction.implying that the root of the network shouldbe some kind of instruction; of course the aimof wysiwym to present such information inordinary English (or ordinary French, etc.),avoiding technical terms like `network' or `A-box'. Opening the anchor yields a list of in-struction typesactionconditionalprocedurewarning. . .



from which the author should select `condi-tional'; probably these alternatives could beworded in a way that was more accessible tothe intended users, but we will not pursue thisissue here. The A-box is now updated by cre-ating an implication entity with unde�nedantecedent and consequent, and the feedbacktext is regenerated to show the new editingoptions:If this situation holds, this con-sequence results.The anchors may be developed in any order,but we assume that the author clicks �rst onthis situation 2allergicdeveloppregnant. . .and chooses a situation of type develop, thusspecifying the node u1 in �gure 4. Since itdescends directly from a complex condition,u1 is a �xed referent, so there is no need too�er the author an editing operation for con-trolling its scope. The feedback text changesto If this person develops this symp-tom, this consequence results.whereupon the author might click on thispersondoctornursepatientpharmacist. . .and choose `patient', thus specifying u5 (�g-ure 4). This time, the newly speci�ed nodedescends from a simple condition, so it rep-resents a oating referent. The current net-work implies three boxes, linked to the nodesu0 (the root), u1 (the antecedent of a com-plex condition) and u2 (the consequent); by2To save space, just a few alternatives are shown.
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u5 to the outer box K0 in the correspondingdrs. Making the reasonable assumption thata patient entity in K0 denotes the reader, thesystem can now update the feedback text asfollows:If you develop this symptom, thisconsequence results.To complete the antecedent, the author clickson this symptom and chooses `rash'.If you develop a rash, this conse-quence results.This time, the default scope assigned to thenewly speci�ed referent u4 is appropriate, sothe author develops the consequent by choos-ing `obligation' and then `consult':If you develop a rash, this actionshould be performed.If you develop a rash, this personshould consult this person.At this point, an inexperienced author mighterr by clicking on the �rst anchor this personand selecting `patient'. The resulting feed-back text reveals the nature of the error:If you develop a rash, another pa-tient should consult this person.a new patient has been introduced instead ofreferring back to the original one. To undothe mistake, the author should select `Cut' onthe phrase `another patient', so reverting tothe previous feedback text, and then click on`you' CutCopyFree scopeand select `Copy'. (Note that the rescopingoption is now `Free scope' rather than `Globalscope', since the scope of the patient referentu5 was constrained earlier.) Clicking on theanchor this person will now yield a menuthat includes a `Paste' option in addition tothe list of permitted types:

Pastedoctornursepatientpharmacist. . .The result of selecting `Paste' is to install u5(the copied referent) as the value of the actorattribute on u3 (�gure 4).If you develop a rash, you shouldconsult this person.It remains to de�ne the person that shouldbe consulted, by choosing `doctor' and thenpasting in the patient again:If you develop a rash, you shouldconsult a doctor of this person.If you develop a rash, you shouldconsult a doctor of yours.The doctor referent still has free scope, so it isbound to its local context u3 (paired with thedrt boxK3). However, the intended meaningis not just any doctor that the patient mighthave, but his/her actual doctor. The authorshould therefore click on `a doctor of yours'and select `Global scope' to complete the net-work in �gure 4.If you develop a rash, you shouldconsult your doctor.6 ConclusionsWe have argued three main points:� Knowledge bases in nlg applications of-ten fail to represent the scopes of existen-tially quanti�ed variables.� The standard A-box used in loom andsimilar languages can represent logicallycomplex propositions if each `oating ref-erent' is bound by a scoping relation toan accessible `�xed referent'; the result-ing network can be interpreted as a drs.



� The task of constructing a logically com-plex proposition can be conveniently sim-pli�ed, for users who are not trained inlogic or knowledge engineering, by requir-ing only a decision between `global' and`free' scope, with free scope serving as thedefault.These proposals have been implemented iniconoclast, a system that uses wysiwymediting in order to de�ne the content of pa-tient information leaets. An important taskfor future research is to evaluate whether thesystem can be used reliably by our intendedauthors | domain experts in the pharmaceu-tical industry. In particular, we need to con-�rm that non-logicians can distinguish globalscope from free scope, and to �nd out how thisdistinction can be most clearly presented.ReferencesBateman, J. (1996). KPML: The komet-Penman (Multilingual) Development En-vironment. Technical report, Institut f�urIntegrierte Publikations- und Informa-tionssysteme (IPSI), GMD, Darmstadt.Release 0.9.Bateman, J., Magnini, B., and Fabris, G.(1995). The generalized upper modelknowledge base: organization and use.In Conference on Knowledge Represen-tation and Sharing, Twente, The Nether-lands.Hendrix, G. (1975). Expanding the utilityof semantic networks through partioning.In Fourth International Joint Conferenceon Arti�cial Intelligence, pages 115{121,Tbilisi.Kamp, H. (1981). Events, discourse represen-tations, and temporal references. Lan-guages, 64:39{64.MacGregor, R. and Bates, R. (1987). Theloom knowledge representation lan-
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